Sept. 25, 1931

Health In A Suitcase

Ask for a Demonstration of
THE SEAT OF HEALTH

The Popular
Home and Vacation
Health Machine

We Recommend . . .

The Seat of
Health

Health Developing Apparatus Co., Inc.

1 Park Place
N. Y. C.

Phones: BArclay 7 2833
THE SEAT OF HEALTH
The Natural Health Builder — Reducer and Body Building Machine

BUILDS

FOR WOMEN
PHYSICAL
LOVELINESS

FOR CHILDREN
HEALTH

FOR MEN
STRENGTH AND
DYNAMIC ENERGY

Light — Smooth — Noiseless — Oilless — Durable — Collapsible

THREE DISTINCT COURSES PROVIDED!
ENTITLED
1. HEALTH-BUILDING
2. REDUCING
3. PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT

These courses written by George F. Jowett, an eminent authority on health and exercise, provide valuable guidance. The health building course is a necessary part of preliminary training for conditioning the organs and muscular system. Purchasers may select either the Reducing or Development course, choosing the course most suitable for their physical requirements.

The manufacturers also provide a Health Advisory Service for purchasers of the "Seat of Health."